Abstract. The genomic median problem is an optimization problem inspired by a biological issue: it aims to find the chromosome organization of the common ancestor to multiple living species. It is formulated as the search for a genome that minimizes a rearrangement distance measure among given genomes. Several attempts have been reported for solving this NP-hard problem. These range from simple heuristic methods to a stochastic local search algorithm inspired by WalkSAT, a well-known local search algorithm for the satisfiability problem in propositional logic.
Introduction
Genome rearrangements are large-scale evolutionary events that modify the organization of the genomes. Chromosomes may be fissioned, fusioned, large segments can be translocated or inverted. Given the genome of living species, the reconstruction of rearrangement scenarios has been the subject of a huge amount of literature these last years. It aims to understand what rearrangement events took place and when they occurred in evolution, and it is a promising way for phylogenetic inference [1, 2] .
The Genomic Median Problem (GMP) is a crucial step in genome rearrangement problems. While for only two genomes, a scenario with a minimum number of rearrangements can be reconstructed by the way of polynomial methods for many variants of rearrangements (see for example [3, 4] ), the problem is NPhard for already three genomes [5] : it consists in searching for a fourth genome that minimizes the distance to three given genomes, in terms of the number of rearrangements.
The classical phylogenetics methods to construct an ancestral genome are based on pieces of sequences, thus making the reconstruction of the organisation of the genome impossible. One of the objectives of the GMP is to find this organisation, making better construction of ancestral genomes. It could also be used as a hint for phylogeny, for example by using the founded median as an entry-point for a phylogenetic algorithm (like in [2] ).
There have been various attempts at algorithmically solving the problem. Exact solutions exist for the special case where there is only one chromosome and a rather small instance [5, 6] . Incomplete approaches, ranging from rather simple heuristics [6, 7] to more complex local search algorithms [8, 9] have been proposed. These approaches produce solutions that are often of good quality but that are not necessarily optimal and for larger instances there may be significant gaps to optimal solutions. In addition, compared to the currently available local search techniques, the approaches are rather simple and therefore one can conjecture that there is certainly room for improving their performance.
Motivated by these observations, we propose a new stochastic local search algorithm for the GMP, based on tabu search [10] and iterated local search [11] . A first goal is to improve upon the performances of current state-of-the-art algorithms in terms of run-times required to reach specific bounds on solution quality and to find better quality solutions, thus providing new state-of-the-art solutions that may be of biological relevance. A second goal is to study the influence of the parameters on the solution process with respect to different instances; based on preliminary experiments, we have added a reactive scheme to automatically adapt crucial parameters, which for our algorithm are the tabu list length and the perturbation size, during search.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 formally describes the GMP and existing approaches to solve this problem. Section 3 introduces our new stochastic local search approach, based on a combination of tabu search and iterated local search. Section 4 studies the influence of the parameters on the solution process, showing that the best parameter setting varies from one instance to another. Section 5 introduces a reactive scheme for automatically adapting parameters during search. Section 6 experimentally compares static and reactive versions of our algorithm, and also compares our algorithm with state-of-the-art approaches.
Problem Definition and Existing Work
A genome will be defined as a graph, in which some edges are directed (the orthologous markers), and some not (the links between the genes).
Representation of genomes by graphs.
A genome is seen as a group of chromosomes. A chromosome is seen as a list of oriented genes or markers. A genome composed of k chromosomes defined on a set of n markers is represented by a graph G = (V, E) such that -V associates two vertices i − and i + with every marker i ∈ [1; n] and two anonymous vertices with every chromosome j ∈ [1; k]; -E is composed of two parts E m and E c such that
• for every marker i, E m contains a directed edge (i − , i + ) • for every chromosome c j containing |c j | markers, E c contains |c j |+1 non directed edges such that each chromosome corresponds to a path in G which endpoints are anonymous vertices and which alternates directed edges -corresponding to oriented markers-and non directed edges -linking markers.
Let us consider for example a genome composed of 6 markers and the 3 following chromosomes: It is the "double-cut-and-join" operation described in [4, 12] , or the "2-break rearrangement" of [13] . It simulates chromosome fissions, fusions, translocations, inversions and transpositions.
Let us consider the genome of our previous example. A rearrangement transforms one genome into another. Given two genomes G 1 and G 2 defined on the same set of markers, there is always a way to transform G 1 into G 2 by a sequence of rearrangements. The minimum number of rearrangements can be computed in linear time [4, 12] . This number is called the genomic distance between G 1 and G 2 , and is noted d(G 1 , G 2 ).
The genomic distance d(G 1 , G 2 ) is computed with respect to a non directed graph G 1,2 = (V 1,2 , E 1,2 ) which is obtained by merging the two graphs G 1 = (V 1 , E 1 ) and G 2 = (V 2 , E 2 ) as follows:
Note that vertices associated with markers are shared by both G 1 and G 2 as they are defined on a same set of markers. However, anonymous vertices corresponding to chromosome endpoints are different in
The genomic distance is defined, as in [4, 12] , by d(
where n is the number of markers, p is the number of chromosomes in both genomes, c(G 1,2 ) is the number of different paths and cycles in G 1,2 , and #(G 1,2 ) the number of paths which endpoints are anonymous vertices that come from the same genome.
The Genomic Median Problem ( GMP). Given three genomes G 1 , G 2 , G 3 on the same set of markers, the goal of the GMP is to determine a genome
The reversal median problem, which uses the number of reversal as a distance, was proven to be NP-hard [5] for the special case when the genomes are composed of one unique chromosome. The problem which we handle here uses a different distance, as defined in [4, 12] but most of the time the solution coincide. Also, the proof of NP-Completeness is valid for our definition of the distance (which results in a problem called Cycle Median Problem in [5] ), since it proves that, for unichromosomal genomes, the problem of minimizing our distance formula is NP-Complete.
Various methods for solving the GMP have been proposed. These comprise exact solvers or simple heuristics that work on the particular case of the unichromosomal genomes like GRAPPA [5, 6] with some heuristic improvements [7] . For the general problem case with multiple chromosomes, there is a rather simplistic search method in MGR-MEDIAN [8] , which uses a greedy constructive algorithm. The best performance results so far have been reported for an algorithm called MedRByLS [9] ; this is a local search algorithm inspired by WalkSAT [14] , a well-known local search algorithm for the satisfiability problem in propositional logic. We based our algorithm on the same neighborhood and the same data structures as used in MedRByLS.
Neighborhood considered in MedRByLS. To find a genome G M that minimizes the sum of the distances to three given genomes G 1 , G 2 and G 3 , MedRByLS iterately modifies a genome G M by performing local moves. Each move corresponds to a rearrangement in G M , i.e., the exchange of two non directed edges of G M , and is evaluated with respect to the three graphs G M,1 , G M,2 , and G M, 3 .
At each step, the size of the neighborhood is in O(n 2 ), where n is the number of markers. As genomes may have several hundreds of markers, the neighborhood is reduced in [9] with respect to the following principle: a rearrangement is considered only if, in one of the three graphs G M,1 , G M,2 , and G M, 3 , it breaks a cycle or a path into two cycles or paths such that one of these two cycles or paths is elementary, i.e., a cycle of length 2 or a path of length 3. Therefore, moves can only increase the number of elementary cycles or paths.
Basic principle of the local search algorithm of MedRByLS. MedRByLS follows the random walk framework initially introduced in WalkSAT for the SAT problem [14] . It starts local search from an initial genome G which may either be provided by the user or randomly chosen within the set {G 1 , G 2 , G 3 }. Then, it iteratively chooses a move uniformly at random from the neighborhood defined above; the move is applied if it decreases the sum of the distances; otherwise it is accepted with a small probability p.
Tabu Search and Iterated Local Search for the GMP
The random walk framework considered by MedRByLS is a rather basic one which may have difficulties in escaping from local minima. Hence, we propose to consider more advanced local search approaches.
We have first re-implemented MedRByLS, using the same data structures based on graphs and the same neighborhood definition. This allows a direct comparison of our new algorithm to the original MedRByLS using a same implementation of the data structures. For this comparison, we verified that our re-implementation matches the performances of the original version.
As a next step, we enhanced the local search by a simple tabu search scheme. For the search diversification of the resulting tabu search algorithm, we integrated it into the iterated local search framework by adding appropriate perturbations and acceptance criteria. This resulted in an algorithm that we called MedITaS (for Median solver by Iterated Tabu Search). More precisely, it consists of the two following main algorithmic components.
Tabu Search (TS) Algorithm
At first, a simple tabu search (TS) algorithm was implemented. This algorithm forbids the reversal of the last t local search moves (where t is the tabu tenure), that is, the last changed nodes. In order to do this, we use an array of n integers representing the n nodes and, for each node, we put in this array the iteration when it was last changed. This simplifies the task of guessing if a move is tabu or not (that is, if it has been changed in the last cycles). Different from many other simple tabu search algorithms, ours is based on a first-improvement pivoting rule because the neighbourhood is very large and, thus, a full scan of it would be too time-consuming. In our experiments we have used a default initial tabu list length of 50.
Iterated Local Search (ILS) Algorithm
After some preliminary tests, TS seemed to stagnate frequently in poor quality solutions. To overcome this problem, we integrated TS into an iterated local search (ILS) algorithm. ILS uses solution perturbations when the search is deemed to be stuck in plateau-moves or in a basin of attraction to generate new starting solutions for the local search. To know if the search is stuck, we consider the resampling ratio [15] , which is computed in constant time thanks to a double hash-table, and which corresponds to the percentage of solutions that are revisited with respect to the number of computed solutions. If this ratio is too high, it means that the search keeps visiting the same few solutions and has to be perturbated to escape the basin of attraction. We also look at the solution value. If this value keeps being constant for a long time, we consider being stuck in plateau-moves. In this case a perturbation could lead to avoid looking for non-interesting solutions.
The perturbation uses a rearrangement of k edges instead of 2. This means that k edges are deleted and replaced by k other edges sharing the same extremities. Finally, an acceptance criterion decides whether either the solution before the perturbation or the one after is kept for the next iteration of the ILS algorithm; in the latter case, the tabu list is emptied. The implemented acceptance criterion accepts a new solution if it is better than the previous one; otherwise, the previous solution has a user-defined probability of beeing kept (in our test, we used the default probability of 0.2).
Tuning of MedITaS Parameters
In order to test the influence of parameters on the solution process, we conducted a simple experiment. At first, we randomly generated 20 instances equally split on two different levels of hardness (with respect to the definition of the phase transition by [9] ) but with the same size (500 markers). The first set of 10 instances, labeled as easy, has a ratio of number of markers to number of rearrangements of 0.5. The second set of 10 instances, labeled as hard, has a value of 1.0 for the same ratio. Each of these sets has been used to off-line tune the algorithm through F-Race [16, 17] , a tool for the automatic tuning of algorithm parameters.
For the tabu tenure of TS, the best setting resulting from these experiments was of 76 for easy instances whereas it was of 86 for hard instances. For the strength k of the perturbation of ILS, the best setting was of 17 for easy instances whereas it was of 2 for hard instances. Hence, the best settings strongly differ between the two benchmark sets, especially for the perturbation.
Reactive Search
Experiments reported in the previous section show that both ILS and TS are sensitive to parameter settings and that the best parameter settings are very different from one instance class to another. In addition, in further experiments we have noted that within one instance class, the best parameter settings depend further on the individual instance. Hence, we decided to extend the basic version of MedITaS using a reactive version of TS (which adaptatively changes the tabu tenure) and ILS (working on the perturbation strength). This reactive scheme is inspired from reactive search [18] . It uses the resampling ratio, which is explained in Section 3.2, to determine if one of the parameters needs to be changed.
The reaction mechanism works as follows. If there is too much resampling (by default, after 3 recalculated solutions), the tabu list length is increased (by default, the size is increased by 10). At the opposite, if there is no resampling for a long time (the default value is 500 moves) the tabu list length is shorten by a parameterized number (by default, the tabu list is shortened by 1). A similar mechanism is used for tuning the ILS part. If the solution that is returned after the perturbation and the subsequent local search is an already visited solution, the reactive algorithm increases the strength k of the perturbation, because it seems that the perturbation did not succeed in escaping from the basin of attraction. Here again, the size of the increase and the decrease can be parameterized; as default, we use the value 1. Finally, we should remark that the settings of the parameters that direct the reaction mechanism, at least in principle, should also be tuned. However, here we essentially stick to the default values used, since, as also argued in [18] , the parameters steering the reaction mechanism should be reasonably robust.
Results
In order to test the efficiency of our algorithms, we ran multiple comparisons. All runs were made on the same machine having a Dual-Core AMD Opteron2216 HE (2 processors at 2.4GHz) and 4GB of RAM; only one core is used for each execution since our algorithm is implemented as a fully sequential one.
Comparison between Off-Line Tuned and Reactive Algorithms
At first, we generated randomly 20 instances with a ratio of number of markers to number of rearrangements of 1.0 (which seems, according to the results from [9] , to be in the phase transition) of 500 markers. This set has been split in two: 10 instances have been used to off-line tune the algorithm through F-Race [16, 17] , as before; 10 other instances have been used as a test set. The algorithm to tune is the non-reactive version of MedITaS. We have then compared the results of the off-line tuned version to the reactive version of our MedITaS algorithm starting either with the default initial parameter values or with the parameter values that have been determined by the automatic tuning. For the comparison, we have run those three algorithms for 20 independent trials on each of the 10 test instances and 60 seconds per trial. Figure 1 plots the cumulative distribution of the frequency of finding a bound on the median to be reached on the 10 test instances. The plot shows that, when comparing the fine-tuned version to the pure reactive version with initial default parameter values, the former gets its first high-quality solutions quicker than the latter. However, after 40 seconds or so, the reactive version reaches higher empirical frequencies. Also, better trade-offs are obtained by initializing the reactive algorithm with the fine-tuned parameter settings: doing so gives good results as quickly as the non-reactive version, and, for higher computation times, it performs similar to the default reactive algorithm. Number of significant differences among the ten instances (the number indicates the number x of times over 10 instances, that is x / 10) as resulting by applying pairwise comparisons using the Wilcoxon rank sum test. NR and R respectively stand for Non Reactive and Reactive variants of MedITas; R either starts from fine-tuned or default parameter settings whereas NR always uses fine-tuned parameter settings.
To check for the statistical significance of the results, we did pairwise comparisons using the Wilcoxon rank sum test where the p-values were adjusted using the holm method on each of the 10 instances separately for correcting for the effect of multiple comparisons. We then counted how often the differences between two algorithms are significant (where the p-value is larger than 0.1). We run those comparison at 15, 30 and 60 seconds run-time.
From Figure 2 , we can clearly see that the fine-tuned reactive search performs quite always significantly better than the non-reactive version. We can also see that for a short run-time, neither of the reactive version initialized with default value or the fine-tuned non-reactive one is significantly better than the other.
Comparison to MedRByLS
In another experiment, we compared the performance of our reactive MedITaS algorithm (starting with default parameters) to MedRByLS, which from a solution 
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Comparison between MedITaS and MedRByLS on randomly generated instances quality point of view is currently the state-of-the-art algorithm [9] . For this comparison, we used 22 randomly generated instances of different difficulties (with respect to the definition of the phase transition by [9] ) but with the same size (500 markers). The set has 11 levels of hardness and 2 instances per level. On this set we run our MedITaS algorithm and our implementation of the basic local search algorithm MedRByLS from [9] for 20 independent trials on each instance and 40 seconds per trial. The comparison of the best solution qualities reached by both algorithms on each instance is given in Figure 3 . From this figure, we can see that MedITaS always gives solution qualities that are at least as good as MedRByLS (often the differences are also statistically significant) and that the gap between the two algorithms tends to increase as instances become harder. Also, the standard deviation of MedITaS is very low and remain constant as the instances become harder, as opposite to MedRByLS which give an higher deviation on harder instances.
Real World Instance
In another experiment we used a real-world instance: the human-mouse-rat comparison, which was also used in [9] . This instance is made of 424 markers and the best median so far had a value of 346. We ran each algorithm 35 times for a computation time limit of 60 seconds. From these runs, we generated the graph in Figure 4 , which represents the histogram of the frequency of finding certain solution qualities with the two main algorithms (MedITaS, in its reactive and fine-tuned version, and MedRByLS). Figure 4 shows that MedITaS finds solutions that are at least as good as those found by MedRByLS and always of a very good quality (of 347 or better), while MedRByLS sometimes fails to find good ones: on some runs it returned a solution of value 351. We should also notice that MedRByLS has a quite low probability (less than 20%) of finding a solution of 347 or better. Finally, it should be also mentioned that in our experiments MedITaS found a new best solution for this instance with an evaluation function value of 345.
Discussion
Our implementation of Iterated Tabu Search gave very promising results. First, we have seen that the reactive version of our algorithm can handle relatively well a wide range of different instances without having the need to be off-line tuned. But we have also shown that a reactive search starting with fine-tuned parameters performs slightly better and a lot quicker than starting from a default value.
Then, we have seen that MedITaS always gives at least as good or better results, in the same computation time, than the former best algorithm (MedRByLS). We also found a new best solution for the human-mouse-rat common ancestor.
The developped algorithmic techniques perform significantly better than previously available ones from a solution quality point of view. But from a biological point of view, the distance used here (as the one used in all previous attempts at solving the problem) does not seem to reflect the biological reality of the evolution process, as it is also explained in [19] ). Thus, a research on a biologically more relevant distance has to be envisaged. Also, we noted in our experiments that there were a lot of medians with the exactly same value. It could be a good idea to do some comparison between them trying to extract some valuable information on the most probable characteristics of the real ancestor.
